
GOV. CHRIS CHRISTIE: It’s a pleasure to be here
this evening—to leave all that’s exciting in
New Jersey on a Friday night, come down
here to this sleepy little hamlet, and speak
before you all. 

Back in 2008, I remember Barack Obama
talking about the lack of hope around the
country. And although he and I always
defined the solutions to that problem differ-
ently, the environment in which I found
myself shortly thereafter was not significant-
ly different. 

When I first took office in New Jersey in
January 2010, optimism was a hard thing to
find. In the eight years before I became gov-
ernor, our state had raised taxes 115 times.
From 2000 to 2009, New Jersey had—literal-
ly—a zero job growth decade. In the four
years before I became governor, $70 billion in
wealth had left the state—not diminished
wealth, departed wealth. Our unemployment
rate was over 10 percent, with 115,000 private
sector jobs lost during the four years of my
predecessor.

New Jersey had the highest tax burden in
the country, the worst climate for small busi-
ness, and a bloated state government that
contained the most public workers per
square mile in the country—yeah, you can
laugh unless you live there. And it only got
worse. In my second week in office, my state
treasurer told me that, in the subsequent five
weeks, we had to find $2.2 billion in cuts
from money that had already been appropri-

ated. We essentially had to impound the
money back from certain departments just
to meet payroll—all in what was the second
wealthiest state per capita in America.

If you need any greater example of what
happens to an economy when a government
overtaxes, overspends, overborrows, and
overregulates, just visit New Jersey in
January 2010.

So what did we do? Thanks to New
Jersey’s unique constitutional structure,
which allows spending to be cut by executive
order, my staff and I sat in a room over the
course of three weeks and went over all 2,400
line items in the state budget that I inherited.
The result was finally cutting $2.2 billion.
And the great thing about operating by exec-
utive order was that, at first, I didn’t have to
tell anybody.

But, after delivering the news in my first
speech before the joint session, you can imag-
ine the reaction from the legislature.
Reporters descended upon the floor as the
Democrats began calling me names: Julius
Caesar, Napoleon Bonaparte—all of those
great leaders of the past that I admire. And I
realized something. The way I confronted my
first substantial problem in office set the tone
for my administration. I made clear from the
first day that decades of fiscal irresponsibility
were no longer going to be tolerated. As I said
on the campaign trail, I was ready to go to
Trenton and turn it upside down.

Last year we passed a $2.3 billion tax cut

for businesses, with nearly 70,000 new pri-
vate sector jobs created. We’ve cut spending
in every department of our state govern-
ment, from areas that folks told me were the
third rails of politics. Given that I was still
upright, I decided to go after public pensions
and benefits next. And what happened? For
the first time in 10 years, a majority of New
Jerseyans recently polled believe the state is
back on the right track. On election day in
2009, that number was 19 percent.  Today,
it’s 53 percent.

The American people are ready to hear the
truth. They know our government is out of
control. And the only thing they care more
about than today is tomorrow—because
tomorrow is about our children and grand-
children, and today is just about us. 

The bottom line is we took action—we did
it with solid principles and strong leader-
ship—putting our state’s interests ahead of
partisan ones. We turned Trenton upside
down. And in the difficult times that
America is in now, the only way to govern is
by treating our citizens as adults—by telling
them the truth about the depth of our chal-
lenges and the difficulty of the solutions.
When we fail to do this, we pay the price as a
country many times over. The domestic price
is obvious: growth slows, unemployment
persists, and we make ourselves even more
vulnerable to the unpredictable behavior of
rightfully skittish markets. 

But there’s also a foreign policy price to
pay. To begin with, we diminish our ability to
influence the thinking and ultimately the
behavior of others. Democracy is the best
protector of human dignity, liberty, and free-
dom—and history shows that mature
democracies are less likely to resort to force
against both their citizens and their neigh-
bors. Yet, all across the world—in the Middle
East and Asia and Africa and Latin America—
people are debating their own political and
economic futures. They’re looking for inspi-
ration, and we have a stake in the outcome of
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those debates. There’s no better way to rein-
force the likelihood that others in the world
will opt for more open societies and market-
based economies than to demonstrate that
our own system is working well.

At one time in our history, our greatness
was a reflection of our country’s innovation,
determination, ingenuity, and the strength
of our democratic institutions. When there
was a crisis in the world, Americans found a
way to come together to help our allies and
fight our enemies. When there was a crisis at
home, we put aside parochialism and put
the greater public interest first.

Today, our ability to effect change has
been diminished because of our own inabili-
ty and unwillingness to effectively deal with
our problems. Now, I understand full well
that succeeding at home and setting an
example is not enough. But it’s a start. And I
realize that what I’m calling for requires a lot
of our elected officials and our people. I plead
guilty to that. But I also plead guilty to being
an optimist, because I believe in what this
country and its citizens can accomplish if they
understand what’s being asked of them.

We seem to have forgotten that this is a
human business. Day after day, I’ve spent
time sitting with colleagues on both sides of
the aisle, convincing them of my intentions
and letting them know that I don’t believe
compromise is a dirty word. There’s always a
boulevard between compromising your prin-
ciples and getting everything you want. You
should never compromise your principles. 

But you also need to understand that
you’re not always going to get everything
you want. The job of a leader is to find your
way onto the boulevard between the two
without driving into the ditch of compro-
mising what you believe. And trust me, if
you can do this in New Jersey, you can do it
anywhere. That’s where my optimism
comes from. See, I’m not looking to be
loved. I get plenty of love at home—and
when you’re looking for love in this job,
that’s when deficits get run up.

However, if you make people understand
that you’re willing to say no, but you’re also
always willing to listen—that you’re willing to
stand hard on principles, but you’re also will-
ing to compromise when those principles
won’t be violated—then respect will come. 

It’s about being consistent. It’s about
leading by example. It’s about standing up
for the things that we believe in, instead of
simply trying to figure out which way the
wind’s blowing. There’s no need for varnish
anymore. In fact, I don’t think we have the

luxury to put it on. Liberty and freedom and
the human spirit are the most powerful
things in the world—and we need to say that
directly to the American people. They’re
ready to hear it.

I want to thank the Cato Institute for set-
ting an example of why liberty and freedom
are so important to the future greatness of
America. But please never forget that it’s not
going to come without a fight. We need to
fight hard, even harder than we are now
because the stakes are too great to do any-

thing less. Only then can we allow the United
States to, once again, export hope and liber-
ty and freedom around the world, not just
because those values are a part of our past,
but because we will be acting to make them
a bedrock of our future.

MAO YUSHI: Ladies and gentleman, I bring
you all my humble greetings from China.
Tonight, we are here together in this
“Shining City upon a Hill” to celebrate our
common beliefs, our common hopes, and
our common commitment to the values
that make the Cato Institute so very special.
Those Cato values bring us together today,
united as common citizens of the world. I
like to think of us all as “Cato citizens.”

The values of which I speak, of course, are
peace, free markets, limited government,
and the preservation of individual liberty.
Tonight, we celebrate those timeless values—
the common thread that runs through all
great civilizations of the world from the
beginning of humanity. Regardless of
whether your traditions and cultural roots
are in Africa, the early settlements along the
Yellow River, the Tigris and Euphrates, the
Nile, or the valleys and mountain ranges of
Meso-America, these universal values are
our common heritage. They touch each
heart and resonate in the basic moral fiber of
our souls.

I am personally honored and humbled to
be recognized as the recipient of the Milton
Friedman Prize for Advancing Liberty. I can-
not express enough my grateful appreciation
for this recognition and for Cato’s many
decades of invaluable guidance on the long
road to liberty in China.

Over the last 83 years, I’ve endured many
threats and fearful nights, years of depriva-
tion and political persecution. My family and
friends, however, provided the love, the loyal-
ty, the dignity, and the moral compass to con-
tinue that journey, regardless of the head-
winds. They helped me remember the lessons
of our nation’s past heroes and heroines, as
well as our moral responsibilities to the
future generations. They provided the light
in the storm so that we could stay the course.
I could not be here today without them.

My family and I are honored tonight, but
we realize that we are not here just as sons
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and daughters of China. We are also here on
behalf of three additional constituencies
who join us in absentia.

First, we stand in the shadows of earlier
honorees from Estonia, the United
Kingdom, Peru, Venezuela, and Iran. Each
represents societies that have traveled on
their own Homeric Odyssey, which Cato has
appropriately recognized. We honor them
individually and we salute their great peoples
and cultures.

Secondly, we stand in the foreshadow of
Cato honorees yet to emerge. To these future
Cato citizens, let them know that we see their
courage. We feel their heartbeats, their yearn-
ing, and their allegiance to the values of the
Cato Institute. In the years to come, let every-
one here be our proxy and congratulate them
on their journey to a shared better tomorrow.

Thirdly, and most importantly, we
receive this honor on behalf of two con-
stituencies in China.

The first is the tens of thousands of grass-
roots organizations who currently work
every day to serve the common citizen of
China, who strive to build a better and more
humane tomorrow. Countless scholars,
workers, peasants, teachers, students, volun-
teers, and friends struggle against the com-
mon enemies of humanity: tyranny, poverty,
disease, and war. They are the real honorees
of tonight’s prize.

The second constituency we represent is
the tens of millions of Chinese over the last
century who have sacrificed their lives along
the road to overthrow feudal dynasties,
defeat warlordism, and defend liberty against
foreign colonialism and imperialist invasion.
They have proven countless times that free-
dom is more precious than life itself, and
their struggle is also revered here tonight.

This award is accepted on behalf of them,
with the solemn promise that your torch will
be carried by each succeeding generation
with the same energy, faith, and devotion
you brought to your endeavors. We do this
to continue to brighten our country’s future
and to deliver the inalienable and universal
rights of all human beings to our descen-
dants. This glow—when combined with the
lamps carried by fellow Cato citizens around
the world—will become beacons of light
from the “Shining City upon a Hill,” spread-

ing Cato values to the dark corners of the
world. In your hands, more than mine, will
rest the final success and failure and hopes
for liberty of our peoples.

Many have sacrificed for China’s people,
for her dignity and her liberty. Despite my

eight decades—my now weak hearing and
failing sight—I still remember the names of
those who sacrificed for our country. I see
their faces. I hear their voices. I feel their
souls. Tonight I speak for those who cannot
be here. Their sacrifices have not been in
vain, and I thank the Cato Institute for giv-
ing their lives renewed meaning.

China is a very old country. She is a noble
and wise civilization, with a grand history of
fine art, science, medicine, philosophy, explo-
ration, hard work, tolerance, and openness. It
is a society based on balance known as the
Golden Mean, or the middle way. This theme
runs through our great traditions of
Daoism, Buddhism, and Confucianism. Our

people have always sought balance between
the needs of the collective and the individ-
ual—and against extreme government.

China understands the power of eco-
nomic liberalism. Her people know that free
markets and liberty nourish each other, act-
ing together as a force for social progress.
Our long history is full of examples of peo-
ple rejecting the arbitrary power of the state,
refusing to subordinate the rights of the
individual, and recognizing that unchecked
collectivism stifles human creativity and
productivity. 

Systemic checks and balances against
unlimited government power, corruption,
and improper privileges—mechanisms
which include free markets, the rule of law,
an independent judiciary, and the shift to a
smaller, more accountable government—
need to be built and put in place perma-
nently. These are so important because of
China’s horrific past. This generation has
personally experienced mass repression
through the government apparatus, witness-
ing the more than 50 million Chinese who
died directly as a result of the influence of
the rule of man over the rule of law.

Both our leaders and our people know
what is at stake for China’s future. They are
all personally invested in ensuring that
Cato’s values—tailored to China’s realities—
can help build a strong, prosperous, and
harmonious country in the finest traditions
of our ancestors.

In modern times, many countries have
recalibrated their societies to fundamentally
improve them with these balanced values. In
the early 1970s, there were about 40 democ-
racies in the world. As the 20th century
ended, there were 120 diverse countries with
some form of self-government crafted by the
people—a largely peaceful trend that contin-
ues to this day. China needs to learn from
these powerfully instructive experiences.

In order to preserve societal harmony and
build China’s better tomorrow, the govern-
ment should further extend liberty, freedom,
and free markets—and reestablish the peace-
ful rise of “good neighbor” policy to preserve
regional and world peace. If China’s leaders
can implement the essential principles com-
mon to every successful society, she can fur-
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crosshairs of critics. In “If You Love
Something, Set It Free: A Case for
Defunding Public Broadcasting” (Policy
Analysis No. 697), Cato legal associate Trevor
Burrus assesses the industry with a critical
eye, examining the necessity, prudence, and
constitutionality of PBS, NPR, and similar
media organizations. “Public broadcasting,”
Burrus says, “fails all three tests.” His analysis
illustrates the role of political influence in
public media operations, evidenced in deba-
cles such as the removal of Juan Williams
from NPR. Public broadcasting has a reputa-
tion for being biased, or “tilted,” as Burrus
prefers to call it. The “exclusion of groups
from coverage seems to be driven more by the
group’s ability to create a political fuss suffi-
cient to bend the ears of public broadcasters
than by good journalistic standards,” he
writes. As such, Burrus argues that the only
solution is to defund it. “Public broadcasting
not only can survive on its own, it can
thrive”—and ultimately be free.

Competing Currencies
The Federal Reserve has a monopoly on cur-
rency in the United States. In “Competition
in Currency: The Potential for Private
Money” (Policy Analysis no. 698), West
Texas A&M economist Thomas L. Hogan
makes a strong case for monetary reform by
applying firmly established free-market con-
cepts to the dollar itself. “Privately issued
money can benefit consumers in many ways,

particularly in the areas of value stability and
product variety,” he says. “Unlike a central
bank, competing private banks must attract
customers by providing innovative products,
restricting the quantity of notes issued, and
limiting the riskiness of their investing activi-
ties.” Hogan points to Hong Kong, Scotland,
and Northern Ireland, where “private banks
issue banknotes redeemable for the national
currency. Despite the availability of central
banknotes in these locales, consumers trans-
act almost exclusively in private currency.”
The analysis covers the complexities that the
Fed faces, saying it has “neither the incentive
nor the information to optimize the size of
the money supply.” To make things worse,
these “monetary policies intentionally
deceive dollar holders in order to influence
spending and economic activity.” Lastly,
Hogan discusses the challenges American
private banks would have in issuing currency,
and for some, recommends commodity-
backed notes as a potential remedy. 

The Poverty of Welfare
On January 8, 1964, President Lyndon B.
Johnson delivered a State of the Union
address to Congress in which he declared an
“unconditional war on poverty in America.”
Yet, despite nearly $15 trillion in total welfare
spending since then, the poverty rate is per-
ilously close to where we began more than 40
years ago. As Michael Tanner, director of
health and welfare studies at the Cato

Institute, points out in “The American
Welfare State: How We Spend Nearly $1
Trillion a Year Fighting Poverty—and

Fail” (Policy Analysis
no. 694), the poverty
rate is now at 15.1
percent—its highest
level in nearly a
decade. “When most
Americans think of
welfare, they think of
the cash benefit pro-
gram known as

Temporary Assistance to Needy Families,”
Tanner writes. In reality, however, this rep-
resents just one of 126 separate federal gov-
ernment programs designed to fight pover-
ty. In 2011 the federal government spent
approximately $668.2 billion—which repre-
sents an increase of more than $193 billion
since Barack Obama became president.
Federal welfare spending, in other words,
has increased by 41 percent since 2008,
“roughly two and a half times greater than
any increase over a similar time frame in
U.S history.” Yet, for all of the money
thrown at the problem, the United States
has made remarkably little progress in
reducing poverty. As such, Tanner calls for a
new approach. “All of this suggests that the
answer to poverty lies not in the expansion
of the welfare state, but in building the
habits and creating the conditions that lead
to prosperity.” n

ther contribute to the world’s peace, prosper-
ity, and harmony.

I remain optimistic that China’s govern-
ment will hear her people’s desire to make
this vision a reality. If one examines our
country objectively, they will see that there is
great reason to be hopeful given China’s
tremendous progress already. Edmund
Burke, the great British parliamentarian,
once warned that “a state without the means
of some change is without the means of its
conservation.” China has been changing and
progressing—a process which does not
require disruptive instant transformation.

Our country has successfully raised more
than 300 million people from poverty—a

huge number, even in China. Knowingly or
not, accomplishments like this have been
achieved by the balanced implementation of
Cato values in the context of the Chinese
society. China’s successful evolution over her
long history has been rooted in the balance
between rights and responsibilities—a bal-
ance that is in focus now as we approach a
transition in leadership at the end of this year.

Those of us in China know that the rights
of the individual do not come from the gen-
erosity of the state. In fact, we have very limit-
ed expectations from government. We ask
only that the system lives up to our constitu-
tion, abides by our laws, and complies with
the international covenants of the world
community. The people of China know that

the fruits of society are not the sole preroga-
tive of the powerful and privileged few. As the
next generation steps forward to battle
against tyranny, poverty, disease, and war
itself, I believe that our journey into the
future will be long, but successful.

All big rivers come from small streams.
Our efforts in China are but one small
stream.

Tonight’s constituencies—from the peo-
ple of China to the other tributaries inspired
by the timeless wisdom of the Cato
Institute—will join together as a mother river
to nourish the human spirit and wash away
the hardships of our imperfect world.

Thank you once again for this great
honor. n
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